
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BEINCOURT®

BEINCOURT is a holistic audio-visual solution for the courtroom environment and is custom-built for the courtroom with 
language that Judges understand. Our courtroom packages come completely pre-programmed, kitted, and shipped 
directly to the courtroom’s location. 

Our flagship software controls all the endpoints in the courtroom and ensures that the hearing flow is smooth and the 
Judge can remain in complete control. 

While BEINCOURT has multiple offerings in the form of packages, we can provide an a-la-carte solution or customize 
packages to meet the needs of each room. From audio enhancements to complete redesigns, BEINCOURT can help 
modernize and standardize all of your rooms for having efficient in-person, remote, and hybrid hearings.  

As we head back into the physical courtroom, there is an overwhelming demand for the ability to have 
hybrid hearings. Everyone from court administrators to the information technology teams is trying 
to enhance the courtrooms to allow for this type of technology. BEINCOURT provides a scalable and 
seamless way to transition from in-person to hybrid court with the touch of a button.

OUR PARTNERS

Technical 
a. Speaker Microphones compatible for AVB setup
b. CAT 5 Cabling required
c. Sound reinforcement on base of speaker microphone
d. Audio Input Jacks

www.beincourt.com
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Some of the technical features you will experience with the BEINCOURT 
technology solution are as follows:

Complete Audio Control 
from the Crestron control panel (muting all microphones to control any audio sources and channels) 

The Judge has access and can control at will. 

OUR TECHNOLOGY STACK
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Video & Screen Muting 
(allows screens to be turned off 

individually or all at once)

White Noise
Injecting white noise in the 

room for sidebars

Hybrid Sidebars
Blending in-person and remote 
attendees into a single sidebar

Evidence Presentation
Previewing and distributing 

evidence

Simultaneous Interpretation 
integration (interpreters can be   
    onsite or remote)

Interpreter Hybrid Control
Interpreters have the ability to use 

their laptop, if remote, to control the 
interpretation session

 Annotation Capabilities 
from touchscreens to courtroom and 

remote participants

Assisted Listening 
(ADA compliant)

Off/On System Control
Ability to turn on and off the 
system through the Crestron 

control panel

Select/Deselect 
Sources

Select/Deselec input and 
output sources

Enhaced Audio for 
Court Reporters

Court Reporter can access and use speaker microphone 
at their position for clear audio during the hearing.

Integrates With 
Recording Systems

Integrates with courtroom recording 
solutions, such as For the Record.


